Tennis Match Results
Notre Dame vs OU
Jan 27, 2019 at Norman, Okla.
(Headington Family Tennis Center)

#17 Notre Dame 4, #13 OU 2

**Singles competition**
1. Spencer Papa (OU) def. #16 Alex Lebedev (ND) 6-3, 6-4
2. Jake Van Emburgh (OU) vs. #63 Richard Ciamarra (ND) 6-4, 4-6, 3-5, unfinished
3. Alex Bakshi (OU) def. Axel Nefve (ND) 3-6, 7-6 (7-4), 6-2
4. Tristan McCormick (ND) def. Ferran Calvo (OU) 3-6, 6-3, 6-2
5. #49 William Howells (ND) def. Jochen Bertsch (OU) 6-1, 6-2
6. Guillermo Cabrera (ND) def. Stefano T soriotis (OU) 6-2, 3-6, 7-5

**Doubles competition**
1. #11 Richard Ciamarra/Tristan McCormick (ND) def. Spencer Papa/Jake Van Emburgh (OU) 6-4
2. Ferran Calvo/Mason Beiler (OU) vs. Alex Lebedev/Axel Nefve (ND) 5-4, unfinished
3. #49 Grayson Broadus/Matt Gamble (ND) def. Alex Bakshi/Stefano Tsoriotis (OU) 6-3

Match Notes:
Notre Dame 3-0; National ranking #17
OU 5-1; National ranking #13
Order of finish: Doubles (1,3); Singles (5,1,4,3,6)